Abstract A backstepping technique combining the sliding mode control method with an integrator and estimator design for variable air speed control is proposed in this article. The self-build fan-plate system is used to derive the mathematical model for air speed control which builds a direct connection between motor rotation and air speed control. Furthermore, the mathematical model also includes effects arising from modelling uncertainties, parameter variations and external disturbances because of modelling errors, load changing and variable loading shifting, respectively. The Lyapunov theory is employed in the controller design procedure that ensures the stability of the system. The experimental results show the great tracking and convergence ability of the proposed controllers even under the time variations and sharply changing commands.
Fans are common equipment in buildings and industry for supplying stable and precise airflow in airconditioning to control the temperature or humidity and also for industrial process such as gas transportation and compression. In most air-conditioning systems, the airflow rate is usually supplied by constant air volume (CAV) control which runs the air supply motor at full power while adjusting the valve to obtain the required air speed and air volume. There is much energy wastage in this whole control process, which makes for low efficiency. Around 50% of world energy consumption is used by heating, ventilating and airconditioning (HVAC) in industry and commercial buildings. 1, 2 Furthermore, in Fan Laws, a fan operating at half volume requires only one-eighth of the power at full volume. In order to reduce energy wastage, a variable airflow is a straightforward way to improve the efficiency. The variable air volume (VAV) method which adjusts the motor speed of the airflow for the loading to improve the performance was proposed in the early 1970s.
In the past two decades, many researchers employed the VAV method to reduce the energy wastage in HVAC systems and also to improve the airflow control performance using a more precise control method. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Many researchers used the robust control method to improve the precision of the airflow and efficiency for energy-saving purposes. The thermal estimate method has been employed to calculate the loading of an HVAC system. 1 Cooperative control has been used with two different control strategies to improve the airflow rate performance. 2 The neural network-assisted proportional-integral (PI) controller 3, 4 was implemented to ensure that the air pressure responded to the commands. Thus, a precise and stable airflow was obtained using different airflow commands. The genetic algorithm 5 was implemented to secure optimal fan motor parameters for saving energy and improving the precision of the system output. Another author employed four different types of control methods to modify the efficiency of VAV-based HVAC systems. 6 Hence, a highly precise fan motor speed control method is needed to supply a precise airflow to the VAV system.
In practice, the robustness issue of modelling uncertainty, parameter variations and external disturbances always exists in VAV systems when the airflow command has different variable loadings. In order to solve the uncertainty problem and ensure the stability of the system, a specially designed linear controller 7 and nonlinear backstepping control 1, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] along with sliding mode control [17] [18] [19] (SMC) methods are suitable. The common linear controller cannot easily overcome the uncertainty issue but some special designs, for example, the use of special m-synthesis robust feedback and a compensator with an online parameter estimator design, successfully overcome the uncertainty issue while providing good results. The backstepping control is suitable to design a high-order system controller because it uses a systemic recursive method to separate the high-order system into several sub-systems to simplify the control design process. A thermal estimator and backstepping method was employed to calculate the system load and improve the performance.
1 A backstepping controller with a less chattering estimator was designed for reusable launch vehicle flight attitude control. 8 The integral backstepping controller design added an integrator to increase the robustness and improve steady-state errors. 8, 9 The backstepping controller combines a robust integral of the sign of the error (RISE) algorithm to eliminate the uncertainty effect and the experimental results show that the proposed controller has proved effective under uncertain conditions. 10 A good design for a robust, nonlinear, output feedback controller is proposed 11 for a hydraulic rotary actuator that uses a linear-type extended state observer to estimate both system state and modelling uncertainty.
Experimental results show that this design is more efficacious than a PI controller. Other authors 12 experimented with a backstepping controller with a nonlinear friction compensator to handle the friction modelling uncertainty in a hydraulic servo mechanism and achieved good tracking accuracy. The compensation method has also been used experimentally 13 to solve the uncertainty issue, which obviously improves the ability of the proposed controller. A nonlinear, adaptive, repetitive controller has been proposed 14 to overcome not only the system nonlinearities but also various modelling uncertainties. This special control scheme applied Fourier series approximation to design a parallel backstepping technique which shows an excellent asymptotic tracking performance. A fuzzy neural network observer was used 15 to estimate the lumped uncertainty for robustness and transient-state response. The backstepping controller includes a recurrent neural network estimator to calculate the uncertainty of the system, which substantially improves the backstepping controller's robustness. 16 The above research has used an adaptive method, a compensator, an observer algorithm or added an integrator to estimate or eliminate the influence of uncertainty to increase robustness and reduce the phenomenon of chattering.
In order to enhance robustness, the SMC is a wellknown method to solve both modelling uncertainty and parameter variations as well as the external disturbances issue. Wang et al. 17 employ a conventional SMC technique for a terminal room temperature control which shows a robust performance that is better than that of a linear controller. A variable slope sliding surface method was proposed 18 that had three different available slopes to achieve stability and reduced steady error. Some researchers 19 combined terminal and conventional sliding mode methods to enhance antidisturbance ability and employed an adaptive method to reduce chattering. The above articles show that the anti-uncertainty ability of SMC is superior to that of linear controllers but usually with significant chattering. Therefore, the integrator and adaptive method has frequently been employed in practice.
In order to simplify the design procedure and improve robustness, the backstepping and SMC techniques are used for the basic structural concept of our self-build experimental fan system (FS) controller design.
In this article, we proposed two types of backstepping controllers with an integrator and estimator, respectively, to reduce the influence of uncertainty. One of the proposed controllers, the integral backstepping sliding mode control (IBSMC), is designed with an integrator to secure a precise response. The other controller, the adaptive backstepping sliding mode control (ABSMC), is designed with an adaptive method in which an estimator is used to estimate the real-time uncertainty to eliminate chattering. Both controllers have the advantages of backstepping and SMC that improve their tracking ability while reducing chattering.
The self-build FS is employed to measure the air speed in the duct. The mathematical model of FS is built from the torque equation of the DC motor and controls the input signal directly relative to air speed. Furthermore, the adopted parameters use the least square method to approach the real model. Therefore, the self-build FS has modelling uncertainty and is sensitive to external disturbance which gives the system its nonlinear characteristics.
This article is organized as follows: section 'The structure and modelling of the FS' is the description of our self-made FS structure and the mathematical model. The proposed controller is presented in section 'Robust backstepping air speed controller design'. Sections 'Experimental results' and 'Conclusion' are the experimental results and conclusions, respectively.
The main contribution of this article is presented in sections 'The structure and modelling of the FS' and 'Robust backstepping air speed controller design'. The mathematical model is derived for a single-input singleoutput (SISO) air speed control system that directly considers the relation between air speed and motor speed. Furthermore, the model considers the VAV with parameter variations and external disturbances. The costly pressure sensor is replaced by a less expensive precision variable resistor to detect air speed in the duct. IBSMC and ABSMC are designed using our mathematical method and provide good experimental responses.
The structure and modelling of the FS Figure 1 is the FS air speed control structure which uses an axial fan and a thin plate suspended in the air duct by a rotatable axle. FS compares the voltage of the output air speed signal with the desired air speed command inputted into the controller. The controller calculates the output value signal for the PCI-6024E D/A card where up on the fan creates the airflow to push the thin plate of the FS.
According to Kirchhoff's voltage law, the armature circuit equation can be written as
where R a is the resistance of the armature, L a is the inductance of the armature, i a is the armature current, k b is the back-electromotive force (EMF) constant and v r (t) is the rotor angular velocity of the motor. The input voltage signal v a is also selected as a control input. The current in the armature i a can be found from the torque equation of the axial DC fan motor in Figure 1 as
where T e (t) and T L (t) are the torque of the motor and the torque of loading, respectively. J m is the moment of inertia; B m is the coefficient of viscosity. The armature current i a (t) can be rewritten as
We use the Laplace transform to calculate the mathematical function from equations (1) and (3) with zero initial conditions. After the Laplace transforms and inverse Laplace transform calculating process, equations (1) and (3) become
where
In this article, the curve fitting method is used to get the relation of both motor velocity v r (t) and air speed c(t) shown in Figure 2 c t ð Þ = 0:002617v r t ð Þ À 2:234 ð5Þ
The relation of c(t) and v r (t) can be approximated by a line expressed as
Substituting equation (6) into equation (4) as
In practice, the precise parameters of a system are hard to obtain from a normal modelling process. Da, Db and Dc are presented as the electric modelling uncertainties and parameter variation (on system operating) in equation (7). Furthermore, the FS is a self-build system that has nonlinear characteristics from disagreement uncertainties. This causes unacceptable system performance. Therefore, the effect from the uncertainties should be considered in the mathematical model. To consider the system having disturbance d(t) which includes physical (on system operating) modelling uncertainty, external disturbances, friction from rotor spinning and noise from the wire and the surrounding environment, equation (7) can be rewritten as
is the lumped bounded total uncertainties of equation (8) including modelling uncertainty, parameter variation and external disturbance. The subscript index ' 0 ' indicates a nominal value of a system; the symbol 'D' expresses the modelling uncertainty and parameter variation. Defining the air speed c asc 1 , the state equation of FS can be expressed as
Robust backstepping air speed controller design
In order to improve the precision of the air speed control, the backstepping technique is used for the FS. The Lyapunov theory is used in every design step which ensures the great convergence ability of the controller.
Integral backstepping sliding mode controller design
The backstepping procedure consists of a step-by-step transformation of the high-order system into several sub-systems. 13 The object of FS is the air speed control that drives the state c to reference air speed c r . Therefore, in step i = 1, we define the error as
We choose a Lyapunov function candidate V I1 as
where h 1 = Ð z 1 dt and l 1 .0. h 1 is an integrator used to eliminate the steady error of the backstepping controller when the uncertainty occurs and also to improve the efficacy of the static state. According to Lyapunov's second theory, the derivative of V I1 must be negative semi-defined. Therefore, the virtual control input according to equation (8) can be selected as
In order to connect the next sub-system, z 2 can be selected as
and substituting equation (12) into equation (13), we have Substituting equation (14) into the derivative of V I1 , we have
In order to improve the robustness, the sliding mode concept is employed in the design procedure. The sliding control employed Lyapunov theory that ensures the system state approaching to a sliding surface and convergence to zero under uncertainties. We choose the sliding function and a Lyapunov function candidate V I2 as
and
Substituting equations (15) and (16) into the derivative of equation (17), we have
The control input is selected as
where h, K are positive constants and K ! E j j. Substituting equation (19) into equation (18), we have
To ensure the stability, equation (20) can be rewritten as
where z T = ½z 1 z 2 and Q is a symmetric positive definite matrix, that is
Therefore, we can guarantee the stability of the system when the parameters selected satisfy function (21).
Adaptive backstepping sliding mode controller design
In order to reduce chattering, an uncertainty estimator is added in the backstepping sliding mode controller design. First, we selected a Lyapunov function candidate V A1 as
where e 1 = z 1 .
The virtual input z can be selected as
Substituting equations (24) and (25) into the derivative of V A1 , we have
The sliding surface and Lyapunov function candidate V A2 can be selected as
whereẼ is the error between system uncertainty E and estimated uncertaintyÊ; r is a positive constant. Considering the system (9), the derivative of equation (28) can be written as
According to Lyapunov theory, the derivation must be negative and semi-defined. Therefore, the control input u and adaptive law can be selected as
where h 2 . 0. Then, the derivative of V A2 can be rewritten as
To ensure stability, we rewrite equation (32) as
Chiang et al. 5
where e T = ½e 1 e 2 and P is a symmetric positive definite matrix that is
Therefore, we can ensure the stability if the parameter selection satisfies the condition in equation (34).
Experimental results
The controllers were implemented using a PCI-6024E controller board and a sampling frequency of 1 kHz. The parameters of the controllers and FS are shown in Table 1 .
There are two commands to test the proposed controller and an external disturbance d(t)
These two commands are difficult to track because the FS is a self-build system which has modelling uncertainty. The first experiment command Case 1 simulates a system having a sharp air requirement to supply the controlled chamber. This creates a situation with large and sharp system parameter variations. Case 2 simulates a system with a time-varying requirement that causes the system parameters to change vary quickly with time.
The variable speed response of Case 1 for IBSMC is shown in Figure 3 , which shows the good efficacy with sharply changing commands. The steady response is perfectly tracking the command with little chattering. After an external disturbance was added (t ! 40 s), the response in Figure 3 (a) shows a small influence but still without a steady error. Figure 4 is the experimental result of IBSMC under the time-varying command condition, Case 2, and with an external disturbance added after t ! 40 s. In the time-varying testing command in Case 2, the IBSMC exhibited good tracking performance with little uncertainty. Before an external disturbance was added, the tracking ability of IBSMC overcame the parameter variations so that error convergences were almost equal to zero. After the disturbance was added, there was little shaking on the output response, Figure 4 (a), and the reference command was still followed. The first command in Figure 3 proves that a sharp and large amount of parameter variation at the beginning and the period of changing command may cause a system fault. The second testing command in Figure 4 proves that a continuously changing situation of parameter variation may cause a system delay when tracking the command. However, the IBSMC uses both of integral term and sign function to handle the uncertainty issue and shows good robustness with little chattering.
Figures 5 and 6 are experimental results of ABSMC with an external disturbance added at t ! 40 s. In Figure 5 , the ABSMC shows great performance that successfully estimates the external disturbance d(t) in Figure 5 5, the response overshoots at the beginning and when the command changes. This is caused by the estimator but it also accelerates the convergence ability of ABSMC. On the time-varying command testing experiment, the trajectory perfectly follows the testing command that demonstrates ABSMC's great tracking ability. The real-time estimator has successfully improved the response of ABSMC because it precisely calculates the actual value of the lumped bound of uncertainty in Figures 5(e) and 6(e) . Figures 7 and 8 because the real-time estimator calculates the actual amount of uncertainty. IBSMC and PID have almost identical settling times but the IBSMC has a smaller overshoot in Figure 7 (a) and (b). ABSMC and IBSMC obviously show that both controllers have a better antidisturbance property than PID even when the system experiences a serious external disturbance in Figure  7 (c). In Figure 8 , the ABSMC and IBSMC overcome a lot of parameter variation which shows both controllers' robustness is better than PID for a time-varying command. In summary, the robustness of the linear controller PID is weakest since it is limited by the linear control method. The IBSMC has less overshoot and good tracking ability but there is still a little chattering in the steady state in Figure 7 (a). The ABSMC not only has the greatest robustness and convergence ability because the real-time estimator calculates the actual amount of uncertainty but also provides the smoothest trajectory in Figures 7 and 8 .
Conclusion
In this article, the mathematical model for the FS is derived for air speed control which builds from motor rotation to air speed control of VAV. There are two different commands used to simulate the actual applications if the system has a sharply changing load (Case 1) and a shifting variable loading (Case 2) with some external disturbance (e.g. a blockage of dust). The comparison results show that both IBSMC and ABSMC designs are very efficacious and have short settling times along with great tracking and anti-disturbance ability. The IBSMC has a smaller overshoot than ABSMC, but it causes serious levels of chattering. The overshoot magnitude of ABSMC is slightly larger but reduces the chattering by replacing the high-gain switching term. The experimental result shows that the IBSMC and ABSMC designs are much more robust vis-a`-vis modelling uncertainty, parameter variations and external disturbance than the linear controller of the self-build FS system. The Lyapunov function guarantees the system's asymptotic stability. Finally, the validity of the proposed controllers was demonstrated experimentally. In future work, the mathematical model needs improvement to reduce the modelling uncertainty to secure more precise control. Therefore, there are several methods, for example, neural network observer, 10,14 compensator 11 and estimator, 14,15 that may be employed to improve the modelling uncertainty, parameter variation and external disturbance issues.
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